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The spurned dependents of the famous 
have long sought revenge in print. But 
the recent fad in tell-all has released a 
floodgate of gripes that threatens to 
discredit the noble tradition of mem-
oir (poor Salinger is quickly becoming 
literature's own Joan Crawford). 

But Hesper Anderson's recent 
memoir. South Mountain Road, is a 
rare exception that is as elegantly 
written as it is generous in its painful 
explorations of the past. Anderson's 
father was the playwright Maxwell 
Anderson, who for three decades ruled 
the American stage. Ms. Anderson 
grew up in an artist's community just 
outside New York City that included 
Kurt Weill, Lotte Lenya, Alan Jay 
Lerner and Burgess Meredith. In the 
center of this social circle was 
Anderson's glamorous mother, Mab, a 
witty, flamboyant woman to the 
world, but bitter and withdrawn pri-
vately. From childhood onwards, 
Anderson found herself more drawn to 
her kindly and intelligent father, who 
spent most days in a writer's cabin in 
the woods near the family house. 
Away from the woods, home life was 
often fraught with her mercurial moth-
er's moods. However, Mab's sudden 
suicide sends her daughter seeking 
answers, which eventually knocks her 
father from his pedestal. "It took me 

years to reach a point where I could 
see all the people in my past with 
compassion," Anderson told WW. "I 
sometimes wonder if anyone should 
write memoirs under the age of 60." 
Anderson states that her motivation 
for writing was the need to tell her 
mother's story. "So many women in 
that period were lost in the shadows 
of their husbands," she said. Even as a 
successful screenwriter, Anderson 
waited years before telling colleagues 
who her. father was. "His shadow could 
have easily engulfed me," she said, 
"but I was determined to make my 
own life." Nonetheless, Anderson's 
memoir sings when she recounts her 
father's work; it's reminiscent of 
another fine memoir, Night Studio, by 
Philip Guston's daughter, Musa Mayer. 

"My father was saddened to realize 
that his verse plays were failing 
against '50s realism," Anderson said. 
"One of the last plays I saw with him 
was Osborne's Look Back in Anger, 
which greatly upset him." Certainly, 
some of Maxwell Anderson's best 
work—Winterset and the marvelous 
musical Lost in the Stars, which he cre-
ated with Weill—is due for rediscov-
ery. Perhaps it will be—in the shadow 
of his daughter's beautifully crafted 
memoir. Steffen Silvis 

APOCALYPSE CULTURE II 

Editor Adam Parfrey has given the 
world its best tool in years for halt-
ing unwanted conversations on buses 
and planes: Apocalypse Culture II. 
Quote choice bits of intellectual anti-
matter from Parfrey's new anthology 
of writings and ravings from the 
exiled, excommunicated and damned, 
and—voila!—no more long, one-
sided talks about Branson, Mo., the 
presidential election or that fucking 
dog from Fraser. 

This thick volume of heretical 
opinions, conspiracy theories and 
arcane cultural analysis of modern cul-
ture's roomy dark side succeeds 
Parfrey's 1987 underground classic 
Apocalypse Culture. That book, pub-
lished before the Internet made every-
one's particular madness public, nour-
ished a generation of U.S. subcultures 
on its stew of oddity. While ACII is 
guided by the same deviant enthusi-
asm as its predecessor, it cuts with a 
nastier knife. 

"It seems like an awful lot of peo-
ple grow goatees and talk about hip 
things," Parfrey told WW. "But with 
this book, if you think it's all hip and 
kind and wonderful and groovy—well, 
there are some things in this book 
that are not very groovy at all. You 
have to look at it and figure out, what 
does free speech mean? What do these 
terrible things mean? We live in a 
world where some not very hip things 
are happening, and this book tries to 
get at some of them." 

Highlights on the less-than-hip-
and-groovy side of the ledger: a stom-
ach-churning rumination on the 
JonBenet Ramsey case by extreme 
eroticist Peter Sotos; a study of the 
strange case of Japanese cannibal/ 
media darling Issei Sagawa (complete 
with after-dinner photos!); a profile of 
the lone nut who leads (and is the 
sole member of) Jews for Hitler. 
Holocaust revisionist Michael Hoffman 
I I analyzes the Unabomber case as an 
arcane alchemical ritual conducted by 
secret forces within the government, 
while on the local front, radical 
Finnish ecologist Pentti Linkola offers 
a mordant diagnosis for a fatally 
crowded planet in an essay translated 
by Portland's Michael Moynihan. 

In short, ACII contains enough 
dark matter to permanently alter the 
curvature of your mind. Refreshingly 
enough, Parfrey offers his literary 
witches' brew with little filtering and 
a minimum of editorial comment. 

"We've got so many people now 
who have so many ideas about other 
people's ideas, and it seems that we're 
always kept at arm's length from the 
ideas themselves," he says of his pri-
mary-source-centric approach. "We 
never get an opportunity to make up 
our own minds." Zach Dundas 
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"A must-read for anyone 
who loved Into Thin Air." 

-Er ik Larson, author of Isaac's Storm 

"Grueling white-
water adventure." 

-Kirkus Reviews 

"Heart-pounding." 
-Entertainment Weekly, 

Grade A-

"A sensitive fusion 
of adventure and 
sports writing." 

-Publishers Weekly, starred 
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